HALFWAY THERE
HEALTH, HOME, & HOPE IN ART SONG

with guest artist, Jenna Grissom

Sunday, April 28, 2024
Moore Building, Britton Recital Hall
8:00 PM

Saltblue & Other Missing Memories
Saltblue
Home and Still Homesick
Brave Stars
Beautiful Things
Beneath
Before the Dew is Gone

Loren Reash-Henz, baritone
John Morefield, piano

Ditties for the Struggling Soprano
A Very Important Question
Keep It Square
Certainty
Extra Guests
Lullaby
Big Sh*t
A Singer’s Sick

Jenna Grissom, soprano
John Morefield, piano

This performance is made possible by a grant from the University of Michigan School of Music, Theatre & Dance Wellness Program, the EXCEL Lab, and U-M’s Eisenberg Family Depression Center.

This program was drafted and created by the artist in support of their performance
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